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Euripides (/ j ÊŠÉ™Ëˆr Éª p Éª d iË• z /; Greek: Î•á½•Ï•Î¹Ï€Î¯Î´Î·Ï‚ EurÄ«pÃ-dÄ“s, pronounced
[euÌ¯.riË•.pÃ-.dÉ›Ë•s]; c. 480 â€“ c. 406 BC) was a tragedian of classical Athens.Along with Aeschylus and
Sophocles, he is one of the three ancient Greek tragedians for whom a significant number of plays have
survived.Some ancient scholars attributed 95 plays to him but, according to the Suda, it was ...
Euripides - Wikipedia
Basics of the myth. Variations on the legend of Oedipus are mentioned in fragments by several ancient Greek
poets including Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Aeschylus and Euripides.However, the most popular version of the
legend comes from the set of Theban plays by Sophocles: Oedipus Rex, Oedipus at Colonus, and Antigone..
Oedipus was the son of Laius and Jocasta, king and queen of Thebes.
Oedipus - Wikipedia
Les sujets Ã©taient tirÃ©s de la mythologie traditionnelle, mais l'auteur devait se montrer innovant pour
maintenir l'intÃ©rÃªt du public ; ces innovations menaient Ã une redÃ©finition des figures hÃ©roÃ¯ques [58],
et Ã l'utilisation du passÃ© mythique pour traiter de problÃ¨mes actuels [59].La diffÃ©rence entre Euripide et
ses prÃ©dÃ©cesseurs est de taille : ses personnages parlent du ...
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